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Introduction
MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd
Software Development Company
Office no 19, Second Floor, Farhan Plaza, G-11 Markaz Islamabad
Ph: 0313-5406511 Email: info@magusinfotech.com
Website: magusinfotech.com
MAGUS Information Technologies is a dynamic outfit, formed by business and engineering professionals
in 2019 and started its business from Islamabad. MAGUS understands the day-to-day challenges of an
ordinary businessman and thus, it works with the core dictum of providing a unique identity to your
business. Having a team of IT connoisseurs, we deliver modern business solutions under one roof. Our list
of satisfied clients is a mirror image of our commitment. With unmatched ideas, passion, and commitment
towards perfection, we strive to bring a commendable change to your business. Be it a newly established
firm or a multinational organization earning hefty bucks every year, we are ready to handle every business.
By keeping our promise towards betterment, we provide remarkable software development services,
tried and tested security solutions, corporate websites, and highly engaging mobile apps.

Mission
MAGUS IT aims to earn global admiration as a software & web development company, by building and
maintaining a long-lasting relationship with people and technology along with the fabrication of
functional software and excellent services.

Vision
A vibrant, progressive & resourceful organization aiming to be a leading name in bringing technology
revolution in the world.

Management Team
Soman Aksar
Soman Aksar, Chief Executive officer of the company, is a sound professional with having a Master’s
degree in Electronics Engineering from Australia, with a specialization in embedded systems. His research
area was the development and advancement of Biometric-based security systems. He has more than five
years of experience in designing and maintenance of commercial-grade projects.

Muhammad Nawaz
Muhammad Nawaz, Chief Innovation Officer of the company, has done Masters in software engineering
from Islamabad. He has over five years of experience in software designing and web development. He has
developed many commercial projects as a freelancer.
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Muhammad Aksar Khan
Muhammad Aksar Khan, Administration Manager of the company, is a retired officer from Pakistan Navy.
He has over 25 years of experience in logistics and administration with over 10 years of experience in
leading a team in the corporate sector.

SERVICES
Expertise, thorough knowledge, and firsthand experience along with strong Industry-specific research
skills help us in analysing, designing, and implementing world-class solutions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software Development Services
Web Development Services
Embedded Systems
Security Systems
Open Source & CMS Customization and Implementations
Mobile Application Development
Custom Enterprise Solutions
IT Consultancy Services

Software Development Services
To increase work efficiency, every business needs to automate its work. In the automation of
work, software development comes into play. MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd has expertise in the advancement of
custom programming applications. In particular, our organization does custom programming, information
base plan, customer worker, and intranet programming application development. The ability that they
forces grasps a wide scope of custom programming abilities including the most recent and best
development technologies.

Database Design
Database Management Systems is one of our key forte territories in software development. We
plan databases for our customers dependent on their interesting necessities. We utilize both exclusive
programming like ORACLE, MySQL, MS SQL, and Open-Source Software items like PostGre, and InnoDB.
Our Databases are lightweight and advanced to give the best presentation.

Web Development Services
Web improvement administrations are the core of our business. We give a wide scope of expert
administrations in the advancement of web 2.0 and intranet uses of any multifaceted nature. Our
profoundly skilled group attempts to create web applications that can turn into a priceless resource for
your organization. We give a total and thorough answer for all stages comprehensive of plan,
improvement, sending, and upkeep. We feel that by being a full-administration organization, we can
furnish our customers with a complete comprehension of the Web.
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Practice Areas
MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd covers the following (not limited to) areas in web development;
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Web Design & Development
Web Apps
E-Commerce Solution & Storefronts
Enterprise Portal Development
Application Maintenance

Embedded Systems
Embedded Systems are the essence of software development. MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd specialises in
Embedded systems, designing, and development. We have experience in developing commercial-grade
embedded firmware, both software and hardware, and their integration to provide efficient and reliable
solutions. We have experience in designing high-performance algorithms for microcontrollers. We also
have expertise in the integration of sensors and actuators with the microcontrollers in real-time systems.

Security Systems
In today’s world, security has been the biggest concern for organisations all around the world.
MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd takes pride in security systems built in its vicinity. We have developed some state-ofthe-art security systems that manage and monitor threats to a particular organisation. Our systems are
using facial recognition and fingerprint recognition techniques for user identifications. We have some inhouse built software solutions; we sell them as security systems.

OPEN SOURCE & CMS CUSTOMIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
MAGUS IT (PVT) Ltd practices and gives customization and advancement administrations to CMS
and Open-Source electronic applications on platforms like Joomla, Magento, WordPress, Site Infinity, and
Dotnetnuke. MAGUS IT (PVT) Ltd has devoted and flexible groups that dominate in coding
(PHP/.Net/MySQL) as well as designing (CSS, HTML). We work intimately with customers to convey the
activities with brilliant quality and within the period. Our group invests outrageous amounts of energy to
recognize the most ideal alternatives that suit customer's business needs.

WHY OPEN-SOURCE MATTERS?
MAGUS IT (PVT) Ltd helps in the open-source customization of different items to suit your
necessities by making layouts, adding custom modules, or changing the item's usefulness. Our solidarity
lies in giving Open-Source Customization administrations on various items to suit our customer's
requirements.
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Mobile Application Development
MAGUS IT (PVT) Ltd makes esteem added applications custom-fitted precisely to your particular
business prerequisites for improved effectiveness, usefulness, and worth expansion. Business
Technologies is unfathomably knowledgeable about creating and testing Mobile Applications. Our group
has an enthusiasm for Mobile Application advancement and we generally follow new patterns and
changes in this high-tech field. We have capable specialized groups to convey total arrangement, from
plan to advancement.

Custom Enterprise Solutions
Since day one, we have been giving cutting edge custom endeavor answers for fair size to the
enormous association. In creating custom applications, we consider ourselves to be accomplices, not
simply software engineers. We perceive that arrangements succeed not exclusively for specialized
reasons, but since end-clients and inside IT staff feels proprietorship. Our RAD model advancement
capacities offer essentially decreased improvement time and reserve funds in creating and actualizing
custom ERP applications.

IT Consultancy Services
In this modern world, every business and organization needs an IT setup to cater to its digital
needs. MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd has helped businesses in designing their IT infrastructures. We plan these
designs from scratch while addressing the computing needs of a particular company. Whether it is a server
for an in-house email server or a whole IT setup for a call center or it’s a basic Server needed to act as an
SMS-server, we have successfully designed and deployed these infrastructures.

Our Valued Clients
In a short span of business operation, we have been able to entertain a wide range of customers from the
government to semi-private and private organizations. A brief list of our valued clients is hereby
mentioned below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Marvels (Pvt) Ltd
Matrix Trading Services (Pvt) Ltd
Gibraltar Technologies and Solutions
Insaf Block Factory
Abbas & Sons General Order Suppliers
SATCO General Order Suppliers
Lords Salon

Products List
Apart from services provided, MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd has completed the following software as its
products;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitor Management System (using Facial Recognition)
Visitor Management System (using Fingerprint Recognition)
Biometric-based attendance System
Biometric-based Billing System (Traffic Fines)
RFID based auto Vehicle Management System
Remote Attendance System
Queue Management System

Our Office
Islamabad office
MAGUS IT (Pvt) Ltd
Office no 19, Second Floor, Farhan Plaza, G-11 Markaz Islamabad
Ph: 0313-5406511 Email: info@magusinfotech.com
Website: magusinfotech.com
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